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Goldman Strikes Again:

Did A Probe Into "Global Warming" Fraud Cost A Prime Minister's Job
Submitted by Tyler Durden
on 09/26/2015 16:26 -0400
When Tony Abbott became Australia's prime minister in
September 2013, the chain of events that would
prematurely end his tenure may already have been in
motion: just a few months later China would order its out
of control shadow banking system to put on hold its debt
issuance machinery, which as we reported a year ago,
ground to a complete stop around November 2014
(which also was the explanation for the dramatic
slowdown in the US economy over the winter as the
collapse in China's Total Social Financing growth sent a
deflationary ripple effect around the globe), which - as
we warned at the time - would have dire consequences
on all of China's "feeder" economies, namely Brazil and
Australia.
But while we have been tracking the implosion of Brazil's
economy since December, long before the rest of the
world noticed the calamitous collapse of what was once
Latin America's most vibrant economy, it was a very
recent event in Australia - not the country's parallel
economic slowdown also due to China's hard landing:
that was painfully clear long in advance - that took many
by surprise. Namely, the resignation of Tony Abbott
almost exactly two years after becoming Prime Minister.
And while it is easy to blame his admission of failure on
external factors, namely the Chinese slowdown, a very
surprising finding has emerged over the past few days,
one which reveals Abbott's "ouster" in a totally different
light.
According to Freedom of Information documents
obtained by Australia's ABC, now-former prime minister
Tony Abbott's own department discussed setting up an
investigation into the Bureau of Meteorology amid
media claims it was exaggerating estimates of
global warming.
Yes, it appears that the prime minister himself had dared
to question to prevailing status quo on "global warming."
ABC reports that in August and September 2014, The
Australian
newspaper
published
reports
questioning the Bureau of Meteorology's (BoM)
methodology for analyzing temperatures, reporting
claims BoM was "wilfully ignoring evidence that
contradicts its own propaganda."
Naturally, the BoM strongly rejected assertions it was
altering climate records to exaggerate estimates of global

warming. Nevertheless, as the following document
obtained by the ABC shows, just weeks after the articles
were published, Mr Abbott's own department canvassed
using a taskforce to carry out "due diligence" on the
BoM's climate records.
As it turns out, late in 2014 the Australia government set
up a taskforce to provide advice on post 2020 emissions
reduction targets ahead of the United Nations Paris
climate change conference in December 2015. The
Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet originally
wanted the taskforce to also conduct "due diligence to
ensure Australia's climate and emissions data are the
best possible, including the Bureau of Meteorology's
Australian temperature dataset".
An accompanying brief seen by Mr Abbott noted that "in
recent articles in The Australian, the BoM was accused of
altering its temperature data records to exaggerate
estimates of global warming". To wit from the ABC:
"The way the Bureau manages its climate records is
recognised internationally as among the best in the
world," the brief said.
"Nevertheless, the public need confidence information on
Australia and the world's climate is reliable and based on
the best available science."
Inexplicably, instead of letting it go as most "status quo"
governments always do, the cabinet kept pushing with
demands for audits: audits which, if taken too far, may
reveals some truly very "inconvenient truths" if not so
much about global warming, as about the propaganda
behind it and the firms that stood to profit from such
propaganda.
The pressure intensified when Mr Abbott's business
advisory council chair Maurice Newman wrote an opinion
piece in the paper, demanding a Government-funded
audit and review of the Bureau.
The concerns centred on the Bureau's temperature
homogenisation process — the method in which it
adjusts temperatures for weather sites based on factors
like trees casting shade or influencing wind or if the
station is moved.
It was then that the pushback started in earnest: enter
Greg Hunt, Australia's Environment Minister who would
do everything in his power to halt Abbott's crusade to
"audit" the BoM. In a letter to Abbott in November 2014,
Hunt called for the removal of the due diligence clause,
pointing out that he and his parliamentary secretary,
Simon Birmingham, had already “established a
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strengthened governance oversight of the bureau’s
ongoing work in this area." In other words, "trust us" we are the government... we work for you.
Both
the
Department
of
Environment
and
Environment Minister Greg Hunt argued against
having the taskforce investigate the Bureau. One
Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet bureaucrat
described a Department of Environment official as being
"on a campaign" to get the references to BoM removed
from the taskforce's responsibilities.
Further documents appear to show Mr Hunt convinced
senior cabinet members to remove any references
of "due diligence" or "quality assurance".
In a letter to Mr Abbott written on November 18 last
year, Mr Hunt highlighted the fact the "draft terms of
reference refers to the taskforce doing due diligence on
the Bureau of Meteorology's Australian temperature data
set".
"In doing this, it is important to note that public
trust in the Bureau's data and forecasts,
particularly as they relate to bushfires and
cyclones, is paramount," it said. "Given the recent
publicity about the Bureau's temperature data sets,
Senator
Birmingham
and
I
established
a
strengthened governance oversight of the Bureau's
ongoing work in this area."
Said otherwise, don't you dare question global warming
or else the public may lose faith in the Bureau of
Meteorology's forecasts about "bushfires and cyclones."
One couldn't possibly make this up if one tried.
As for the assurance Greg Hunt gave to Abbott to drop
his audit, it basically was a promise to "self-regulate"
better through a, drumroll, technical advisory forum:
The strengthened governance of the Bureau that Mr Hunt
referred to is the setting up a Technical Advisory
Forum to review and provide advice on the
Bureau's temperature data — a recommendation from
an earlier review of the Bureau's processes.
"It is important to emphasise that this is primarily a
matter of meteorology, statistics and data
assurance," Mr Hunt wrote in his letter to Mr Abbott.
This, of course, is a page right out of the
Keynesian/monetarist playbook: one can't sow
seeds of doubt in the mind of the public that the
most sacrosanct assumptions about the world are
wrong by open government probes be it by
auditing the Fed, or Hillary's email server... or
Australia's meteorological data, so instead let's
just take their word that all the data will be
scrubbed and double checked.
A 2011 review found the Bureau's data and analysis
methods met world's best practice but recommended a
group be set up to review progress on the development
and operation of the temperature data.
The 2015 panel included eminent statisticians and
members have told the ABC they were in no doubt that it
was set up in response to the newspaper articles. A draft
letter from Mr Abbott addressed to Mr Hunt showed that

Mr Abbott wanted personal updates on the panel's
review.
"The credibility of Government agencies is
important and must be ensured," the letter read.
And while the review naturally cleared the BoM of any
data "goal-seeking" when it was released in June,
perhaps the threat of future such audits was simply too
much - three months later Abbott was gone.
This is not Abbott's first concern about either met data,
or global warming. As the Guardian notes, Abbott
previously questioned the reliability of climate science,
but when he was prime minister he repeatedly said he
accepted the climate was changing and humans made “a
contribution”. In other public statements, Abbott said
coal was “good for humanity” and wind turbines were
“visually awful”.
Perhaps the recent probe into the "statistics and data"
behind the Australian Bureau of Meteorology were the
straw that broke the camel's back: clearly Abbott was
not going to be appeased and would continue his probes
and audits into the "conventional wisdom" behind global
warming, a persistence which threatened one firm more
than any other.
Goldman Sachs.
While we hardly have to remind readers that it is
Goldman that conceived of the carbon-credit market, and
was behind cap and trade, here is an (in)convenient
summary of who the true puppetmaster is behind the
worldwide infatuation with stopping "global warming",
and who stands to benefit the most as the world is
manipulated into doing everything to kill global warming
dead in its tracks, courtesy of Matt Taibbi:
…Fast-forward to today. it’s early June in Washington,
D.C. Barack Obama, a popular young politician whose
leading private campaign donor was an investment bank
called Goldman Sachs – its employees paid some
$981,000 to his campaign – sits in the White House.
Having seamlessly navigated the political minefield of the
bailout era, Goldman is once again back to its old
business, scouting out loopholes in a new governmentcreated market with the aid of a new set of alumni
occupying key government jobs.Gone are HankPaulson
and Neel Kashkari; in their place are Treasury chief of
staff Mark Patterson and CFTC chief Gary Gensler, both
former Goldmanites. (Gensler was the firm’s co-head of
finance.) And instead of credit derivatives or oil futures
or mortgage-backed CDOs, the new game in town, the
next bubble, is in carbon credits – a booming
trillion dollar market that barely even exists yet,
but will if the Democratic Party that it gave
$4,452,585 to in the last election manages to push
into existence a groundbreaking new commodities
bubble, disguised as an “environmental plan,”
called cap-and-trade.
The new carbon-credit market is a virtual repeat of the
commodities-market casino that’s been kind to Goldman,
except it has one delicious new wrinkle: If the plan goes
forward as expected, the rise in prices will be
government-mandated. Goldman won’t even have to rig
the game. It will be rigged in advance.
Here’s how it works: If the bill passes, there will be limits
for coal plants, utilities, natural-gas distributors and
numerous other industries on the amount of carbon
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emissions (a.k.a. greenhouse gases) they can produce
per year. If the companies go over their allotment, they
will be able to buy “allocations” or credits from other
companies that have managed to produce fewer
emissions:
President
Obama
conservatively
estimates that about $646 billion worth of carbon
credits will be auctioned in the first seven years;
one of his top economic aides speculates that the real
number might be twice or even three times that amount.
The feature of this plan that has special appeal to
speculators is that the “cap” on carbon will be continually
lowered by the government, which means that carbon
credits will become more and more scarce with each
passing year. Which means that this is a brand-new
commodities market where the main commodity to be
traded is guaranteed to rise in price over time. The
volume of this new market will be upwards of a
trillion dollars annually; for comparison’s sake, the
annual combined revenues of all’ electricity
suppliers in the U.S. total $320 billion.
Goldman wants this bill. The plan is (1) to get in on
the ground floor of paradigm-shifting legislation, (2)
make sure that they’re the profit-making slice of that
paradigm and (3) make sure the slice is a big slice.
Goldman started pushing hard for cap-and-trade long
ago, but things really ramped up last year when the firm
spent $3.5 million to lobby climate issues. (One of their
lobbyists at the time was none other than Patterson, now
Treasury chief ofstaff.) Back in 2005, when Hank Paulson
was chief of Goldman, he personally helped author the
bank’s environmental policy, a document that contains
some surprising elements for a firm that in all other
areas has been consistently opposed to any sort of
government regulation. Paulson’s report argued that
“voluntary action alone cannot solve the climate-change
problem.” A few years later, the bank’s carbon chief, Ken
Newcombe, insisted that cap-and-trade alone won’t be
enough to fix the climate problem and called for further
public investments in research and development. Which
is convenient, considering that Goldman made early
investments in wind power (it bought a subsidiary called
Horizon Wind Energy), renewable diesel (it is an investor
in a firm called Changing World Technologies) and solar
power (it partnered with BP Solar), exactly the kind of
deals that will prosper if the government forces energy
producers to use cleaner energy. As Paulson said at
the time, “We’re not making those investments to
lose money.”
The bank owns a 10 percent stake in the Chicago Climate
Exchange, where the carbon credits will be traded.
Moreover, Goldman owns a minority stake in Blue Source
LLC, a Utah-based firm that sells carbon credits of the
type that will be in great demand if the bill passes. Nobel
Prize winner Al Gore, who is intimately involved with the
planning of cap-and-trade, started up a company called
Generation Investment Management with three former
bigwigs from Goldman Sachs Asset Management, David
Blood, Mark Ferguson and Peter Hanis. Their business?
Investing in carbon offsets, There’s also a $500 million
Green Growth Fund set up by a Goldmanite to invest in
green-tech … the list goes on and on. Goldman is

ahead of the headlines again, just waiting for
someone to make it rain in the right spot. Will this
market be bigger than the energy-futures market?
“Oh, it’ll dwarf it,” says a former staffer on the
House energy committee.
Well, you might say, who cares? If cap-and-trade
succeeds, won’t we all be saved from the catastrophe of
global warming? Maybe – but cap-and-trade, as
envisioned by Goldman, is really just a carbon tax
structured so that private interests collect the revenues.
Instead of simply imposing a fixed government levy on
carbon pollution and forcing unclean energy producers to
pay for the mess they make, cap-and-trade will allow a
small tribe of greedy-as-hell Wall Street swine to turn yet
another commodities market into a private tax-collection
scheme. This is worse than the bailout: It allows the
bank to seize taxpayer money before it’s even collected.
Cap-and-trade is going to happen. Or, if it doesn’t,
something like it will. The moral is the same as for all
the other bubbles that Goldman helped create, from
1929 to 2009. In almost every case, the very same bank
that behaved recklessly for years, weighing down the
system with toxic loans and predatory debt, and
accomplishing nothing but massive bonuses for a few
bosses, has been rewarded with mountains of virtually
free money and government guarantees – while the
actual victims in this mess, ordinary taxpayers, are the
ones paying for it.
In short: trillions are at stake for Goldman as long as the
"fight" against global warming continues. And as noted
above, cap-and-trade is going to happen or "something
like it will" - Goldman's future revenues depend on it.
In fact, the only thing that can crush this finely
orchestrated plan to generate billions in private profits
from the mass euphoria to "save the planet" funded,
naturally, entirely by the taxpayer, is a critical piece of
evidence that the data and statistics behind "global
warming" has been fabricated, something which very
well may have occurred had Abbott's plan for an audit
gone too far.
And so Abbott suddenly became a major liability, if not
so much for Australia, then certainly for Goldman Sachs.
In retrospect, while Abbott completely unexpected exit
on September 14 was a shock, his Prime Ministerial
replacement should come as no surprise at all: Malcolm
Turnbull, as we noted, just happened to be Chairman of
Goldman Sachs Australia from 1997-2001. The same
Turnbull who was deposed as opposition leader in
2009 over his support for a carbon tax and an
emissions trading scheme, a "scheme" that, when
fully implemented, would lead to huge monetary
windfalls for none other than Turnbull's former employer:
Goldman Sachs.
So was Goldman the responsible party behind Abbott's
ouster? One can only speculate, however one thing is
certain: any concerns and fears of "probes" or "audits"
into Australia's global warming "data and statistics" are
now history.
***
ABC's full FOIA revealing Abbott's probe of BoM
"data" below:
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Extreme trauma from male circumcision
causes damage to areas of brain
By Ethan A. Huff, staff writer, Sunday, March 08, 2015
(NaturalNews) When it's inflicted upon females, the
system, which includes the amygdala and frontal and
civilized world calls it genital mutilation and child abuse.
temporal lobes.
But for males, the medical procedure known as
After presenting these results to a neurologist, it was
circumcision is still widely performed and accepted (at
interpreted that the circumcision process had inflicted
least in the U.S.), even though science shows that
extreme trauma on the boy, so much so that his entire
snipping a newborn child's foreskin can cause permanent
sense of reasoning, perception and emotions were
brain damage, particularly in the areas of the brain
thrown off kilter. And follow-up tests conducted one day,
associated with reasoning, perception and emotions.
one week and one month after surgery revealed that
A team of nurses approached Dr. Paul Tinari, PhD, of
these changes were permanent -- the circumcised boy's
Kingston General Hospital in Ontario, Canada, to make
brain would likely never return to its normal baseline
him aware of something which they had been observing
configuration.
for quite some time. Many of the newborn baby boys
Male circumcision is cruel, inhumane and medically
circumcised at the hospital were exhibiting excruciating
unnecessary
levels of pain so severe, the nurses reported, that the
These shocking results run sharply counter to what many
behavior of these children seemed to be changing in a
conventional doctors in America today still embrace as
tangible and possibly permanent way.
routine medical practice -- the idea that baby boys need
to have their penises cut with a knife in order to be
healthy and normal. Many medical professionals still
cling, like mildew on a filthy shower curtain, to this
outmoded and barbaric practice, much like they do to the
vaccine myth that perpetuates lies like herd immunity
and "your vaccinated children are threatened by
unvaccinated children."
Because it disrupts the status quo, Dr. Tinari's study has
yet to be published -- not because it's inaccurate, but
because it doesn't fit the official narrative of sound
medicine. Even though virtually every other country on
the planet has abandoned male circumcision as a cruel
In order to verify these claims, Dr. Tinari suggested that
and inhumane practice, the U.S. is still on board with the
the brains of circumcised boys be analyzed both before
sham (though an increasing number of parents are
and after the procedure using functional Magnetic
refusing circumcision for their baby boys).
Resonance Imaging (fMRI) and/or Positron Emission
"Our problems began when we attempted to publish our
Tomography (PET) scanning to look for changes. Using
findings in the open medical literature," stated Dr. Tinari,
one of the nurse's sons as a test subject -- her husband
the current director of the Pacific Institute for Advanced
was insistent upon circumcision, against her better
Study. "I would encourage anyone with access to fMRI
judgment -- the team evaluated the boy both before and
and /or PET scanning machines to repeat our research as
after circumcision.
described... confirm our results, and then publish the
The child was initially kept inside the machine for several
results in the open literature."
minutes to generate baseline data on his normal
A more thorough description of Dr. Tinari's work is
metabolic brain activity. This data was used to perform a
available here:
comparative analysis after the circumcision procedure.
Circumcision.org.
Sources:
Based on MRI data collected throughout the process, the
http://www.endalldisease.com
research team noted "significant trauma" in conjunction
http://www.circumcision.org
with the foreskin removal process, with the most
http://www.glorialemay.com
pronounced brain changes occurring in the limbic
http://www.naturalnews.com/048907_male_circumcisio
n_brain_damage_child_abuse.html

----------------------------------------------------------

Wave of shock and outrage over Volkswagen's emissions deception reveals
incredible gullibility of young, trendy consumers;
VW's real history traces back to Adolf Hitler's Third Reich
By Mike Adams, the Health Ranger, Friday,
September 25, 2015
(NaturalNews) The wave of shock and outrage
being expressed right now over Volkswagen's
emissions deception only proves one thing: Young,
trendy consumers are incredibly naive and uninformed
when it comes to how global corporations really operate.
Those of us who have long covered the fraud and
criminality of the corporate world -- Monsanto, Enron,
Arthur Anderson, Pfizer, Merck, etc. -- aren't surprised

one bit by the fact that Volkswagen commited large-scale
fraud to swindle customers and deceive government
regulators. This is practically the entire business model of
Monsanto, Syngenta and other biotech companies.
Vaccine manufacturers, too, are engaged in wholesale
scientific fraud, knowingly selling faulty products that
actually cause outbreaks rather than halting them.
Drug companies invent fake diseases (like ADHD) in
order to sell drugs to people who don't need them. The
entire ADHD diagnosis is a complete fraud, having no
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basis whatsoever in biology, lab testing or brain scans.
prisoners. Bayer was once part of the IG Farben chemical
And media corporations deliberately lie to the public
conglomerate that was broken into three companies
every day, creating and promoting false narratives to
following the World War II war crimes tribunals. One of
push their political agendas.
those three became Bayer, and its Chairperson
Corporations LIE... that's their business model
actually served
prison
time
for crimes
against
Anyone who expects corporations to behave with
humanity.
It turns out that every time some uninformed mom in
anything resembling integrity is a fool. As Volkswagen
America buys some Bayer aspirin for her child, she's
just demonstrated yet again, corporations will commit
actually supporting a corporation that's deeply rooted in
whatever fraud they think they can get away with.
the Hitler regime and the extermination of Jews. [What a
This is true even for "trendy" companies loved by
lot of rubbish – ed. AI]
hipsters on the political left.
Apple, Volkswagen and Bayer sell products to the
Consumers on the left, by the way, are emotional
dumbed-down masses who know nothing about the real
decision makers. They buy Volkswagens and iPhones
world
because of a "feeling" about the companies that make
When people purchase products from Apple, Volkswagen
them. These feelings have no basis in fact, of course:
or Bayer, they are openly admitting how incredibly
They are entirely contrived and engineered by the
ignorant they are about the real world.
corporations themselves via P.R. and advertising
These three corporations are rooted in dark, evil
campaigns. Behind the feel-good imagery of focus grouppractices that exploit and destroy human lives for profit.
tested advertising and social engineering campaigns
In fact, I dare say that driving around a VW while using
lieunethical, evil corporations that run slave labor
an iPhone is a parade of stupidity from easily
factories and openly lie to their own customers.
hoodwinked people who think they're "green" or "trendy"
Volkswagen's origins are found in the Third Reich
but are actually ignorant and gullible.
Volkswagen's origins, of course, are rooted in the Third
Informed people who care about humanity don't support
Reich and Adolf Hitler. It was Hitler who helped give rise
companies like Apple, Monsanto, Volkswagen, Merck or
to the company, touting it as a pioneer in bringing
Bayer for the same reason that they don't support Adolf
affordable automobiles to the (obedient) masses. "Both
Hitler, the Third Reich and the Holocaust.
Volkswagen and Porsche had close connections with the
Sources for this story include:
Third Reich. It was Ferdinand Porsche who designed the
http://www.naturalnews.com/036417_Glaxo_Merc...
'people's car,' the legendary VW Beetle, in 1934. Adolf
http://www.spiegel.de/international/business...
Hitler was so taken with the engineer he declared him
http://www.naturalnews.com/034584_IBM_holoca...
'brilliant.'" reports Der Spiegel.
http://www.naturalnews.com/045939_ig_farben_...
But if you ask a trendy young person today what they
http://www.truthwiki.org/ig-farben-pharmaceu...
know about Volkswagen, you'll find they're completely
http://www.naturalnews.com/036484_Bayer_Nazi...
clueless about the company, its origins, its ethics and the
http://www.naturalnews.com/051317_Volkswagon_Third
history of its fraud.
_Reich_evil_corporations.html
Similarly, most Americans have no idea that IBM
[What if Natural News were to be advised that
provided key technology to the Third Reich, supplying
mass extermination was a myth, that it was
the Hitler regime with the punch card systems that
physically and psychologically not possible to stage
tracked Jewish prisoners to be exterminated in mass
such an event? Would it view Hitler and his legacy
genocide.
differently? – ed. AI.]
Bayer, too, is a company rooted in the Third Reich and
mass medical experiments carried out on Jewish
_________________________________________________________

Genetically white woman now claims self-identify as black:
If you can choose your gender, can you also choose your race?
What about your species? Can a human claim to be a llama?

Saturday, June 13, 2015
By Mike Adams, the Health Ranger

(NaturalNews) This article is not satire. It offers a
series of philosophical discussion points that I'm sure
many people share these days, and it's all spurred by the case
of Rachel Dolezal, head of the Spokane chapter of the NAACP.
Dolezal says she is black and identifies herself as AfricanAmerican. In reality, however, Dolezal is actually white.
"Dolezal's own birth certificate list her biological parents as
Ruthanne and Lawrence Dolezal of Montana," reports KXLY.com.
"The Dolezals told KXLY Thursday that Rachel is their biological
daughter and that they are both white."
So Dolezal was born white, but she decided she was black. She's
done up her hair to fit in, but she's really white. In other words,
she's "dressing black." But that's not exactly the same as
actually being of African origin, is it?
This curious question comes on the heels of Bruce Jenner being
born male, then laterdeciding she's female (Caitlyn Jenner). I've
written extensively about the Caitlyn Jenner "freedom to
choose" phenomenon at this article on Natural News, which,
believe it or not, encourages Caitlyn Jenner to publicly call

for personality liberty and the freedom to choose in other
areas of life (such as parental rights, religious freedom,
freedom of speech, medical freedom and so on).
What's factually non-debatable about both of these cases is the
biology: Dolezal was born genetically Caucasian. Caitlyn Jenner
was born genetically male. Both of them, of course, were also
born as members of the human species, known as "homo
sapiens." On these points, there is no disagreement.
If a person can choose their gender, can they also choose their
race?
So here's the logical question in pursuing the "self identity"
trend that progressive society is now exploring. Today's society
has arrived at a place where it largely accepts the idea that
people can choose their gender. A person can be born as a
male, but decide to identify as a female, in other words. Now
with Dolezal, the question being posed is a little more
intriguing: Can a person choose their race, too?
Here's a photo of Dolezal. The feature picture of this article
shows another photo. Believe it or not, Dolezal is genetically
white:
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And extending the logic into the realm of the absurd, if a person
can choose their gender and race, then why can't they choose to
be a member of a different species, too?
Put another way, society currently accepts the idea of a person
choosing to betransgender. So is it then okay for someone to
be trans-race? And if that's accepted, then what about transspecies? Carried to its logical extreme, can a white male human
being declare to the world that he's actually a female Peruvian
llama?

So the question being posed is this: If Caitlyn Jenner can
choose to be a woman, why can't Rachel Dolezal choose
to be black?
Owls, dolphins and cats: Are these personal choices too?
What if John Doe, for example, wants to self-identify as a
"Spotted Owl"?
Or maybe Jane Doe wants to identify as a member of
the Delphinus delphis species... the common dolphin. Maybe she
can even learn to speak dolphin and order in dolphin at the
McDonald's drive-through.
There are, indeed, people who have come to believe they are
certain animals. Dennis Avner, for example, believes he is a
great cat, and he has undergone extreme biological
modifications in an attempt to adopt the shape and structure of
a great cat. The following photo is not Photoshopped:
The obvious question is: if Bruce Jenner can choose to be a
woman, and Rachel Dolezal can choose to be African-American
(even though there isn't an African ounce of blood in her body),
then why can't Dennis Avner choose to be recognized as an
actual member of a great cat species?
Is it progressive, or just getting ridiculous?
I hope you see the point in this serious discussion. If people
can choose to decide to be something which they are not from a
physical or biological perspective, then is there any real
meaning to concepts like male, female, Caucasian, African or
even human?
Is it going to be considered "progressive" to allow people to
identify themselves as other organisms because they choose to
do so? "Hi, I'm Billy the Ebola. I'm actually an Ebola virus, not a
human."
Even more interestingly, could humans add themselves to
endangered species lists by simply announcing they are an
endangered species? "I'm Otto the Spotted Owl." The
implications for the EPA and the U.S. government would be
quite fascinating. For example, to my knowledge, I don't think
the IRS can levy taxes on Spotted Owls. So if a person
announces they are a Spotted Owl, are they now a "sovereign
animal" that's protected by the government in their "habitat"
apartment?
Without question, a court judge would denounce a person trying
to claim they are a spotted owl. But let's follow the logic here.
That judge would say, "You are obviously not a spotted owl. You
weren't born a spotted owl and if we run a genetic test on your
cells, they would not be consistent with a spotted owl."
Let's take that same test and run it against Rachel Dolezal.
Following that test, a court judge would say much the same
thing: "You are obviously not black. You weren't born black and
if we run a genetic test on your cells, they would not be
consistent with an African-American."

Consistent with his personal beliefs, Dennis has
undergone extensive surgeries to modify his facial
structure, teeth, hair, eyes and much more... all in an
effort to become the great cat that he feels like he
already is on the inside.
Tracking this same logic back to Bruce Jenner, a court judge
would also be forced to conclude much the same: "You weren't
born female and if we run a genetic test on your cells, they
would not be consistent with a female."
From a genetics point of view, then, Bruce Jenner is a male,
Rachel Dolezal is white, and John Doe is not a spotted owl. But
that's not how progressive society recognizes them, at least not
with Jenner. They are recognized according to how they WISH to
be identified.
Restated, the question that emerges from all this is as follows:
Should society treat people as they physically are, or as
they psychologically WISH to be? In other words, where
does freedom to choose collide with the absurd?
That's the key question in all this, you see. To paraphrase it:
Can a person spontaneouslydecide to be whatever they want,
even if what they want contradicts what they really are from a
biological and genetics point of view? It seems that the current
answer is YES. If the answer is YES, then are there any limits at
all to how far someone can take this?
What about people who feel they are psychologically trapped in
the wrong body?
This question may seem to be complicated by what's commonly
described as a disparity between the psychology and the biology
of people who are gay. Many gay men, for example, describe
their experience as being, "Born as a woman trapped in a man's
body." (And vice-versa for gay women.)
It is this disparity between psychology and biology that lends
support to the widespread acceptance of gay lifestyles, where
modern society has largely accepted that people can choose to
identify with a chosen mindset even if it contradicts their
genetics. Such is the very foundation of laws now emerging
which say that biological men can legally use women's public
restrooms if they "identify" as women (even if they have a penis
and might be just fine with a urinal).
However, if you take all this just one step further, you can argue
that a woman who "feels" black -- even though she's white -should also be able to choose to identify as African-American,
even though both her biological parents are white. There are
serious practical problems with this, however, as I'll discuss
below on the issue of college scholarships...
And again, if you go yet one more step down the path of this
logic, you arrive at a situation where you can argue that people
who "feel" like they are tigers, or dolphins, or eagles should be
allowed to self-identify as such creatures and even recognized
as those actual creatures in society.
In other words, society today recognizes Caitlyn Jenner as a
woman. We refer to her as a HER, for example. Because of how
insidious political correctness has become in society today, I'm
fully expecting everybody to soon recognize Rachel Dolezal as
"black." And if we extend this same social acceptance into the
realm of species, how could anyone reject another person who
wants to claim they are a Tyrannosaurus Rex or even a fictional
humanoid being such as a Vulcan from the Star Trek series?
(Spock was a Vulcan.)
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In other words, reality now has no meaning because what
we're being taught is that there is no objective reality when
it comes to people, gender, races and beings. You can decide to
be a unicorn, if you want, and who can argue with that? Just
don't forget to wear your giant horn. And yes, it's a rainbowcolored strap-on.
Free scholarships to all white people claiming they are black?
This discussion brings up all sorts of important practical
questions for society. If people can self-identify their own
gender and race, then it becomes immediately obvious that all
white people can apply for college scholarships by selfidentifying as African-Americans, for example. I'm not
condoning this -- the very idea is ludicrous -- yet it's where we
now find ourselves in a society that believes everybody can
"choose" to be whatever they want to be, despite what they
really are.
So why can't a white kid short on college funding just "choose"
to be black and apply for scholarships as such? Obviously,
scholarships that are set aside for African-Americans should be
reserved for those African-Americans. Yet what's to stop a white
person from claiming they're black so they can cash in on that
scholarship money? No genetic testing is required as far as I
know. And if "being black" just means putting your hair in a 'fro
and joining the NAACP as Rachel Dolezal has done, then what's
to stop a surge of lower-income white people from claiming all
the black scholarship money across America's universities?...
and thereby denying black people the scholarship money they
truly need to strive for an education opportunity?
(Doesn't it just anger you to think that black people, after
suffering generations of discrimination, could be IMPERSONATED
by white people in order to take black peoples' scholarship
money? Somehow this becomes a multi-layered injustice that's
wholly offensive to ethics and morality.)
Taking this even further, how about someone who's actually
white, but claims they were discriminated against in a job
environment because they self-identify as black? Is it possible
for a person's psychology to be racially discriminated against,
even if the discrimination claim contradicts the person's genetic
ethnicity? "They didn't give me that job because they knew that
I consider myself to be black!" But they're actually white. Can
that person file a racial discrimination lawsuit and win?
For another example of the ultra-absurd, how about a human
who self-identifies as a dog and decide to defecate and urinate
in public, on various lawns, but cleans up after himself with a
doggy poop bag. Because all other dogs routinely defecate in
the public (and in the nude), how can this behavior be wrong,
right? If this person is cited by local law enforcement for
indecent exposure, can his defense be that he "self-identifies as
a canine," and is only "using the public restroom" in a way that's
entirely consistent with canine behavior? Dogs poop on lawns.
I'm a dog. Therefore, I can poop on lawns, too. (i.e. You can't
judge me on my physical biology and genetics because I identify
myself as a canine, not homo sapiens.)
If these examples seem silly, you need to realize it's already
happening
Your initial reaction to these absurd scenarios might be, "Well
that's just stupid. No one would do that."
And yet you're already wrong: We have a white woman in
Spokane, Washington who claims to be black. We also have
people living right now who honestly believe they are specific
animals, such as the Dennis Avner example mentioned above.
We simultaneously have all sorts of people choosing to be
different genders than what they are genetically. You response
might be, "Well those are not all the same thing. Gender is
different." And you're correct, these aren't the same thing. What
I'm exploring is where are society's limits along the
spectrum of embracing or rejecting people who choose to
self-identify with labels that contradict their genetic
reality?
Are there any limits at all? Should there be any limits at all?
It can't merely be "whatever people BELIEVE they are should be
accepted." Caitlyn Jenner believes she is a woman, and I don't
personally have a problem with that because it's her personal
choice. Rachel Dolezal believes she is black, but I do have a

problem with that because somehow it seems like she's
impersonating black people. Dennis Avnerbelieves he is a great
cat. That just seems weird to me, but who am I to judge, right?
Where does society draw the line, if any, on which of these
beliefs are "socially acceptable" vs. socially rejected? And if any
of them are rejected at all, then isn't that totally inconsistent
with the very idea that people should be free to choose whom
they wish to love or what they wish to be?
One more step down the rabbit hole
Now, I'm really going to throw you for a loop and give one more
example demonstrating the logical extension of the extreme
absurdity which could be extrapolated from all this.
If we are to recognize people as members of other species, then
our recognition requires that we allow them to "love" the
members of those other species as well.
For example, if Dennis Avner self-identifies as a cat, and if he
were to have sex with another great cat, then wouldn't that be
him simply choosing "who he wants to love?" Isn't that Avner
simply "being himself" and expressing the full spectrum of his
great cat social interactions? This is even more true if the cat of
his choice reciprocates that love and affection for him, correct?
You can't call it bestiality, you see, if someone self-identifies as
the same animal species they are having intercourse with. If
someone announces they are a sheep, to cite another extremely
absurd example, then is society supposed to accept that person
having open sex with other sheep in a field somewhere? If you
call it "bestiality," that's a violation of that person's choice of
whom they wish to love, isn't it?
On the issue of marriage then, if marriage is to be accepted
among any beings who decide to love each other, then can't the
argument be made that Dennis Avner can marry a leopard? Or
that Joe Blow can marry a sheep? Or how about some guy
marrying five dogs? (Is that called Podogamy?)
If marriage is to be redefined as joining any sentient beings that
love each other, then obviously we can't limit it to just only
marriages between humans. The real question remains: Where
is the line arbitrarily drawn, and by invoking what principles, if
any? Society seems to be in the process right now of redefining
marriage as a union between "any two people who love each
other." But why limit it to just two? Why limit it to just "people?"
I can even hear the Supreme Court arguing, "Why can't a man
decide to marry five horses and demand a local church carry out
that wedding?"
Can people love and partner with non-being objects such
as cars?
Interestingly, there are people alive today who suffer a sort of
mental illness that causes them to be sexually attracted to cars.
Some people even have sex with cars, and no, I'm not making
this up. (No, I'm not sure how they "do it." Never bothered to
ask, and I probably don't want to know.)
What if these people "self-identify" as being cars themselves? Is
there any rule in society which says they cannot simply decide
to be a Volvo, or a Volkswagen, or even a Ford pickup?
You see where this goes? If a white person can decide to be
black, and then another person can decide to be a great cat,
then why can't yet another person decide to be a Dodge Ram?
Vrooom, vrooom.... who's your daddy now?
And if you're a Dodge Ram, then it's "normal" to have sex with a
Mini Cooper, we'll probably be told. So when you see these
people running around the streets with their pants pulled down,
sticking it to parked cars, just remember: that's politically
correct behavior in our bizarre society today because the
person "self-identifies" as being an actual Dodge Ram
who "loves" Mini Coopers. Where's George Carlin, by the
way, when you really need his comment on all this?
For my part in all this, I can't wait to see if Rachel Dolezal is
going to be recognized as being African-American even if she's
white. If she is, then it opens up a Pandora's Box of bizarre new
possibilities for white people to unfairly claim black scholarships,
for humans to claim they are animals, and for people to demand
they should be able to marry their pet goats (or whatever
animals they love).
Progressive society will have gone completely insane at that
point, of course, by utterly abandoning any attachment to
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reality. So strap on your unicorn horns and hump some
Volkswagens, folks. Apparently we are now living in a free-forall that's starting to resemble the weird, distorted characters in
online role playing games, where Blondie the Bodacious, a 25th
level wizard, is actually overweight Bob living in the basement,
munching on Pop Tarts and Chicken McNuggets while scratching
his crotch.

Something has gone totally off the rails in society, and I can't
quite put my finger on how it all started. Can YOU explain it? If
so, sound off in the comment section below this article.
http://www.naturalnews.com/050056_gender_selfidentity_trans-species_human_race.html

______________________________________________
Dear Fat People

Nicole Arbour
Within a month this video received 6,646,376 hits!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CXFgNhyP4-A

needs to be acknowledge and treated, not embraced and
promoted. The sweeping tide of transgender promotion occupies
a similar vein of taboo that likewise deserves attention. Mentally
damaged transgender folks like Bruce "Caitlyn" Jenner aren't
victims of a broken gender classification standard as we're all
being told; they're victims of some other traumatic event that
caused them to question their gender identity in the first place.
If American society and civilization at large is to persist with any
sort of normalcy, these and other similar issues need to be
addressed by the remaining segments of sane society. Obesity,
transgenderism, junk food addiction, pharmaceutical pillpopping -- these hallmarks of New America are in no way
healthy or normal and should not be treated as such.
http://www.naturalnews.com/051305_obesity_fat_peop
le_video_YouTube.html

RE: Dear Fat People

Obesity isn't healthy or normal, America!
Natural News in no way endorses the crude mockery of
individuals who, in this case, are largely poisoned by
genetically-modified organisms (GMOs), artificial additives,
chemicals and other poisons peddled on the masses as "food."
At the same time, it is important to point out that being
obese isn't normal and shouldn't be praised as if it were a
virtue.
Sure, Arbour could have taken a much more professional and
dignified tone with her rant and pointed out why the modern
food supply has spurred an epidemic of obesity. She also could
have instructed obese people as to what they can do to get their
bodies in shape in order to avoid developing a chronic health
condition.
It's not the type of thing we would normally promote, but it
does break the ice on a taboo subject that more people need to
address -- the fact that obesity is a serious health condition that

boogie2988, Published on Sep 5, 2015

Within a month this video received 920,819 hits!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?t=87&v=dR7LEQYP4r
A

________________________________________________
Abortion now available by phone

anna maria,

Monday, September 28, 2015

Australian women can now terminate their pregnancy by phone.
The Tabbot Foundation makes an assessment over the phone
and if approved, the company sends out the drug mifepristone,
as well as painkillers and anti-nausea pills to their door for the
cost of $250.
From the Tabbot Foundation website.
The Tabbot Foundation has been established to provide an
Australia-wide telephone consultation home medical termination

of pregnancy service. Abortion has been revolutionised by the
use of new medications which have been available throughout
the world for more than a decade but have been restricted for
use in Australia until more recently. In July 2013, after years of
banning this drug’s importation into Australia by previous
governments, Tanya Plibersek, as Minister of Health, approved
the listing of the abortion drug mifepristone on the
Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme. Plibersek described the
provision of the medicine as "a good thing in the situation where
women are faced with one of the most difficult decisions that
they will ever make.” Mifepristone has been safely used by
millions of women in more than 50 countries who have had
access to it for several years. It is a safer, less invasive
procedure than the alternatives not just because it can be
performed much earlier than surgical abortions, but because it
can be done safely in the privacy of a woman’s home without
surgical intervention.The expansion of access to medical
terminations by tele-medicine is particularly important to
women living in rural and regional Australia. These women have
to travel long distances or indeed travel interstate to undergo
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surgery or not had the option of surgery at all.Home-based
medical abortion is intended to simplify the medical abortion
regimen without compromising safety. Home-based medical
abortion improves the acceptability of medical abortion by
allowing for greater privacy than in-clinic abortion and giving
women greater control over the timing of the abortion. In
reports from France, Sweden, Tunisia and the United States, the
majority of women opted for home-based medical abortion when
offered the choice. Self-administration of the drugs is already
common in France and the United States.
After placing the call, the patient is referred to an ultrasound
and pathology test, and then consults with doctors (and a
psychologist in NSW) over the phone.

Her progress is monitored by a 24 hour on-call doctor with
continued check-ups and a final blood test takes place to
confirm the abortion after ten days.
This service will not only help women in rural areas, but those
who feel intimidated going to an abortion clinic. Although
abortion medicine has been available for some time, it was
found that some GPs are reluctant to prescribe it. And now they
won't have to.
http://annamariacom.blogspot.com.au/

______________________________________________

...From the Archive...
Abolish the White Race Harvard Magazine, September-October 2002

This excerpt from When Race Becomes Real: Black and
White Writers Confront Their Personal Histories, edited
by Bernestine Singley, appeared in 2002 as part of
Harvard Magazine’s coverage of recent books by Harvard
affiliates. The excerpt concerns author Noel Ignatiev’s
role in launching a journal “to chronicle and analyze the
making, remaking, and unmaking of whiteness.”
"The good news is that there are now a host of writers and a
growing number of courses and workshops designed to
enlighten white people as to the real benefits and the great cost
of their property in whiteness," writes former Harvard Law
School professor Derrick Bell in his epilogue to When Race
Becomes Real: Black and White Writers Confront Their Personal
Histories, edited by Bernestine Singley, LL.M. '76 (Lawrence Hill
Books, $26.95). Many of those engaged in this Herculean task
are white, Bell notes, among them Noel Ignatiev, Ed.M. '85,
Ph.D. '94, C.A.S. '95, author of How the Irish Became White and
a fellow at the W.E.B. Du Bois Institute, who writes:
In the interests of survival, Afro-Americans have always studied
whiteness. There is a long tradition among them that the white
race is a peculiar sort of social formation, one that depends on
its members' willingness to conform to the institutions and
behavior patterns that reproduce it. By the early 1900s...it was
becoming commonplace in the academy to speak of race, along
with class and gender, as a social construct....
In addition to the notion of race as a social construct, [an old
friend, John Garvey, and I] shared another, which we owed to
the West Indian Marxist C.L.R. James: that ordinary Americans

are drawn by the conditions of their lives in two opposite
directions, one that mirrors and reproduces the present society
of competition and exploitation, and another that points toward
a new society based on freely associated activity. We believed
that this internal antagonism played itself out as a civil war
within the white mind, between the desire of whites to wall
themselves off from black Americans and their desire to
overcome the boundaries that kept them apart.
John and I decided that it was time to launch a journal to
document that civil war. The result was Race Traitor, whose first
issue appeared in the fall of 1992 with the slogan "Treason to
whiteness is loyalty to humanity" on its cover. The aim was to
chronicle and analyze the making, remaking, and unmaking of
whiteness. My book on the Irish was the story of how people for
whom whiteness had no meaning learned its rules and adapted
their behavior to take advantage of them; Race Traitor was an
attempt to run the film backwards, to explore how people who
had been brought up as white might become unwhite....
The goal of abolishing the white race is on its face so desirable
that some may find it hard to believe that it could incur any
opposition other than from committed white supremacists. Of
course we expected bewilderment from people who still think of
race as biology. We frequently get letters accusing us of being
"racists," just like the KKK, and have even been called a "hate
group."
...
Our standard response is to draw an analogy with anti-royalism:
to oppose monarchy does not mean killing the king; it means
getting rid of crowns, thrones, royal titles, etc....
Every group within white America has at one time or another
advanced its particular and narrowly defined interests at the
expense of black people as a race. That applies to labor
unionists, ethnic groups, college students, schoolteachers,
taxpayers, and white women. Race Traitor will not abandon its
focus on whiteness, no matter how vehement the pleas and how
virtuously oppressed those doing the pleading. The editors
meant it when they replied to a reader, "Make no mistake about
it: we intend to keep bashing the dead white males, and the live
ones, and the females too, until the social construct known as
'the white race' is destroyed—not 'deconstructed' but
destroyed."
http://harvardmagazine.com/2002/09/abolish-thewhite-race.html

------------------------------------------------------------------

Harvard professor argues for 'abolishing' white race
By - The Washington Times - Wednesday, September 4, 2002
A Harvard professor wants to abolish the white race.
Noel Ignatiev, a founder of a journal called Race Traitor and a
fellow at Harvard's W.E.B. DuBois Institute, a leading blackstudies department, argues in the current issue of Harvard
Magazine that "abolishing the white race" is "so desirable that
some may find it hard to believe" that anyone other than
"committed white supremacists" would oppose it.

In excerpts appearing this week in newspapers nationwide, Mr.
Ignatiev, who is white, writes that "every group within white
America," including "labor unionists, ethnic groups, college
students, schoolteachers, taxpayers and white women" has at
one time or another "advanced its particular and narrowly
defined interests at the expense of black people as a race."
Mr. Ignatiev pledges in the essay that his journal, Race Traitor,
intends to "keep bashing the dead white males, and the live
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ones, and the females, too, until the social construct known as
'the white race' is destroyed not 'deconstructed' but destroyed."
His colleagues at Harvard seem not to take his proposal entirely
seriously. Others cite the article as an example of Harvard's
institutional racism.
Sara Stillman, assistant to the publisher of Harvard Magazine,
says there's clearly some "misunderstanding" about what Mr.
Ignatiev means by the inflammatory language.
Asked in a 1997 interview with the New York Times if he hates
his own white skin, Mr. Ignatiev said, "No, but I want to abolish
the privileges."
"The white race is like a private club based on one huge
assumption that all those who look white, are, whatever their
complaints or reservations, fundamentally loyal to the race. We
want to dissolve that club, to explode it," he said.
Christopher Reed, executive editor of Harvard Magazine,
defended what Mr. Ignatiev wrote in the September-October
issue. "He's arguing against the mind-set and attitude that
automatically grants privileges to white people he wants more
fairness," Mr. Reed said in a statement.
The university's public affairs office said it had no comment.
The article already has stirred anger among some conservatives,
who see the article as typical of the liberal climate in academia.
"Suppose Frontpagemagazine.com ran a headline 'Abolish the
Black Race'?" asks David Horowitz on his magazine's Web site.
"What do you think the reaction would be? But at Harvard,
where demonizing whites is merely the standard curriculum, an
article like this can appear in a glossy magazine whose cover
story is 'Whither the Art Museum?'
"Race hatred, if directed against white people, is just part of the
progressive culture," says Mr. Horowitz, a radical-turnedconservative and author of "Civil Wars: The Controversy Over
Reparations for Slavery."
Mr. Ignatiev, a one-time steelworker and Marxist activist who
earned a doctorate at Harvard, could not be reached for
comment. But he writes about what he believes at the Web site
of Race Traitor, whose motto is: "Treason to whiteness is
loyalty to humanity. The key to solving the social
problems of our age is to abolish the white race, which
means no more and no less than abolishing the privileges
of the white skin. Until that task is accomplished, even
partial reform will prove elusive, because white influence
permeates every issue, domestic and foreign, in U.S.
society," the journal's statement of purpose says.
"The existence of the white race depends on the
willingness of those assigned to it to place their racial
interests above class, gender, or any other interests they
hold. The defection of enough of its members to make it

unreliable as a predictor of behavior will lead to its
collapse."
Among the "privileges" of being white, according to Race Traitor,
are not being followed by security in stores, not being harassed
by police, having easier access to better schools, jobs and
housing, and not being asked whether skin color or affirmative
action got you a job.
In the essay in Harvard Magazine, Mr. Ignatiev says he always
expected "bewilderment" at his views from "people who still
think of race as biology."
"We frequently get letters accusing us of being 'racists' just like
the KKK, and have even been called a 'hate group.'" he wrote.
Mr. Ignatiev attempts to clarify how he could be seeking to
abolish the white race without calling for genocide.
"Our standard response is to draw an analogy with antiroyalism: to oppose monarchy does not mean killing the
king; it means getting rid of crowns, thrones, royal titles,
etc."
Abolition of a monarchy has often been marked by killing the
monarch and sometimes his family members; for example,
England in 1649, France in 1792, Russia in 1917 and Iraq in
1958. Even those nations that have abolished kings or emperors
without regicide generally have forced the monarch into exile.
Mr. Ignatiev grew up in a Philadelphia family that he says was
devoid of racial bias. As a child, he swam at a free community
pool, where he was the only white patron. He says his parents
refused to pay a $1 fee that was designed to keep other public
pools all-white.
Mr. Ignatiev's parents, Jewish immigrants from Russia, were not
college educated, but he attended the University of
Pennsylvania, dropping out after three years. He worked in a
Chicago steel mill and in factories that made farm equipment
and electrical parts for two decades. At the steel mill, he helped
organize strikes and protests by the predominantly black work
force.
He was laid off from the steel mill in 1984, a year after he was
arrested on charges of throwing a paint bomb at a strikebreaker's car. He set up Marxist discussion groups in the early
1980s. In 1985, Mr. Ignatiev was accepted to the Harvard
Graduate School of Education without an undergraduate degree.
After earning his master's, he joined the Harvard faculty as a
lecturer and worked toward a doctorate in U.S. history.
His dissertation was his book, "How the Irish Became White."
Mr. Ignatiev said the book told how Irish immigrants came to
the United States and became "oppressors" by emulating
American whites.
http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2002/sep/4/20020904084657-6385r/

________________________________________________

German philosopher Martin Heidegger says:
The Jews, with their marked gift for calculating, live, already for the longest time, according to the
principle of race, which is why they are resisting its consistent application with utmost violence.
----------------------------------------Racism amongst the non Europeans is rampant – but that
is tolerated by the cultural Talmudic Marxists who aim to
create a One World where all humans are equal – with
those seeking to eliminate the white race as becoming
morer equal than the rest of humanity. That’s their
reward for advocating European genocide.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q90kmUbEv7c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KX8rYpRY1iY
The principle of race remains questionably untouched by
those who consider RACE not as a natural phenomenon
but as a social construct, which has to be eliminated by
“browning” Europeans!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=udO65M_KIOA
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1 October 2015
Dear Reader,
In 1946 the Allied Military Tribunal at Nuremberg
declared itself to be an instrument of “a continuation of
the war effort of the Allied nations” against Germany –
IMT, XIX, p. 397.
To this day courts in Germany are bound by any of the
tribunal’s statements, as codified in the 4+2 treaties of
1990, and cannot challenge their validity. However, this
makes a mockery of Germany’s Basic Law - Grundgesetz
that has enshrined in Section 5 “freedom of opinion” as
one of its pillars.
And so in order to circumvent Section 5 of the Basic
Law, Section 130 of the Criminal Law-Strafgesetzbuch,
was enacted, which enables authorities to put on trial
anybody who disputes the holocaust hypothesis. This
“specific Holocaust law” also offends against the UN’s
Universal Declaration Of Human Rights as well as the
Declaration of the United Nations Council for Human
Rights 2011, which states that, "publication of opinions
about historical facts are not to be penalized”, under any
circumstances. Thus the German courts still act in
“continuation of the war effort of the Allied nations” of
World War II.
Lawyer HORST MAHLER was convicted to 10 years and
five months in prison for the nonviolent assertion of an
historical thesis, thereby allegedly violating §130 on
three counts.
HORST MAHLER is 79 years old and has been imprisoned
since 2009. Without a doubt HORST MAHLER certainly
belongs to Germany’s most educated and most powerful
contemporary thinkers and philosophers.
It is owing to his intellect, his wealth of ideas and his
courage that he was considered to be a danger to the
political establishment and that he needed to be locked
away for the rest of his life. In contrast the imprisoned
Chinese dissident, Liu Xiaobo, has been awarded the
Nobel Prize for Peace!
During his time in prison the authorities neglected
HORST MAHLER's health to the point where he had to be
placed in intensive medical care, necessitating the
amputation of his left leg. This, however, did not improve
his position. His health has now reached such a critical
state that the authorities are preparing for his imminent
death by making plans to suppress any possible
demonstrations by the German people.

It must be noted that HORST MAHLER had applied for
release on parole after completing two thirds of the
sentence, which is regularly granted to criminals after
completion of half of their sentence.
HORST MAHLER is financially destitute and cannot afford
a lawyer to take his action into court.
However he did succeed in publishing a cry for help from
prison:
Dear friends,
For a long time I hesitated asking for help. But now my
life is at stake.
My left leg has been amputated and the doctors struggle
to avoid further losses.
Eventually one lawyer agreed to run my defence in court.
However, since I am financially ruined, I cannot pay him.
Furthermore, my application for release on parole has to
be funded.
In addition, upon my release from prison a certain
transformation of my home would be necessary to allow
for the life of a disabled.
Please help! Many thanks in advance!
HORST MAHLER

Bank account:
Recipient: HORST MAHLER
Address: see below
Bank: BerlinerVolksbank
IBAN: DE12 10090 0005 19471 9002
BIC: BEVODEBBXXX
Purpose: Renovation for disabled access
Alternatively, an International Money Order to:
HORST MAHLER,
Weidenbusch 13,
D-14532 Kleinmachnow
GERMANY
HORST MAHLER is still in serious danger. We ask you to
make a sacrifice for his rescue from certain death.
Please use any possible means to inform media,
authorities and human right organizations, and please
forward this message to all of your contacts.
I shall provide news about HORST MAHLER in the future
as well as other texts about topical themes. In case you
have no special interest in such themes, please click here
to unsubscribe to this email.
Yours sincerely
Dr Gunther Kümel

sapere--aude@web.de
Germany.

_________________________________________________
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